























































sheet woodcuts that are rarely equaled by other museums. These some which explore new forms of spatial expression, whether the
broadsheet woodcuts were created to convey satire or praise for the use of chiaroscuro or dense hatching. In terms of subject matter,
church, society or morals of the day, and were made as broadsheet these prints also reveal the humanist tendencies of the day, and
images to accompany a simple printed text. While this aspect and the propaganda supporting the authority of the territorial lords who
the number published mean that these prints occupy a relatively were then appearing on the scene.
important position in the realm of woodcut history, they have gener- This exhibition thus shows two extremes in its two sections, and
ally been overlooked by post-war scholarship. is an attempt at explaining the entirety of woodcuts of theday. And
  The present exhibition based on the special characteristics of in this sense, it can be considered that the exhibition succeeded
the Gotha collection introduces these broadsheet prints, and through in its aims. Further the catalogue's publication of the entirety of the
a comparison with the woodcuts created by the representative texts in translation, as noted above, makes it an important research
painters of the German Renaissance, it further indicates their impor- material in the, as yet, under published area of broadsheet prints.
tant role in the history of woodcuts. This exhibition also presents Finally this exhibition was planned along with the Stiints and
these prints in an attempt to reconsider the relationship between Men exhibition held at the museum in April 1994. We can see how
the entirety of the woodcut production of the period with its social the Iater examples of German and Netherlandish panel painting and
and cultural contexts. Germany in the first half of the 16th century, wood sculpture included in the Saints and Men exhibition over-
characterized by the term re}igious reformation, was a period in lapped, and this phenomenon provides a fascinating interpretation
which the workshops maintained by the professional guilds of of the diversity of German art in the first half of the 16th century
medieval cities were disbanded, and the two groups of individuals and the boundaries between the Late Gothic and the Renaissance
responsible for the creation of art intermingled-those anonymous in Germany. (Mikinosuke Tanabe)
artisans of the middle ages and the elite artists known by their                                                            [Catalogue]individual names. The present exhibition emphasized the diVerSitY The print collection of Gotha/Bernd Schafer
of woodcuts, as it explains the stratification of these print artiStS･ painter, Sculptor, Briefmaler - The Broadsheet and Single Leaf Woodcuts
  The exhibition was divided into two sections. The first section in the Age of the Reformation/Mikinosuke Tanabe
included thirty woodcuts which were based on underdrawings HolyRoman.EmperorMaximilianlandWoodcuts-PrintArtsforPropaganda
created by such artists as Durer, cranach, Burghkmair, and Bal- GlniododMceuMts05inaSS(hNeaORkeifoSraliOationiyasuichi Morita
dung Grien. The second section was composed of forty-eight brOad' The Art of spoon cutting: The woodcuts of Albrecht Durer and the Material
sheet woodcuts. This section displayed a variety of prints, ranging and Technique as the Subject of Art in the 15th and 16th centuries/Hans
from caricatures to a form of bromide print, and those used in pamph- K6rner (Dusseldorf University)
letE whigh advocated the support of social or religious .refolmation. Sai.?40dgb"yel' lil?ft:..d.,S.Ckh,afeTrs.1IIISk,i,"ftS,".kkei sT,at".abe, NaOki SatO
This variety thus presents the entire breadth of those prmts MCIUded produced by: Inshosha
in this broadsheet category. The catalogue was produced under the ' Catalogue produced in a Japanese edition and a German edition.
direction of Professor Yasuichi Morita of Japan WOMen'S UniVer' Transportation: yamato Transport Co., Ltd.
sity, and its Japanese translations of the texts which would have Display: Tokyo Studio
accompanied these prints convey the interests and philosophical
gtl",/ie.S,OAg:li2".rR.1".,Ill,S/d..i#'JgS,i,Of.`R,e,,da,Z',,g8,2Xe,r,S,eims,e.,fl'8it kLa8n:ull:,ll.leSl,jf.lheC:g:,,e,latl:",.W,i2hj,h:,gO,elP.e'l"ii,tizzt',I:,kX,O',,,,,,,,
m prmts which occurred m the 16th century. These works mclude Hans K6rner
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